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Neshaten Guardian Bow

The Neshaten Guardian Bow is perhaps one of the hardest, and most expensive, bows to not only create
but also find available. It's usable only by highly trained soldiers, but mostly found in the hands of
Swordmasters and Order of Marius Soldiers whom have proven themselves effective and deadly.

Made out of Energized Crynatorium and reinforced with Crynatorium, the bow is strong but heavy. It's
material allows it to queue up energy bolts, allowing the soldier to stagger his shots more, giving him the
ability to rapidly rain down fire on an enemy. However, because the main part of the bow is made out of
Energized Crynatorium, it is also capable of being used as a poor-mans shield in close combat or against
energy based weapons provided the wielder can block in time.

The bow's energized state also means it uses up more power from the two energy crystals, which also
means that while it can fire more and charge up more, it also runs out of power faster and must allow the
energy crystals time to generate power over a course of time. Because of this, it's recommended that the
standard crystals be replaced with high-energy crystals instead, to help augment the added energy
drain.

The bow is very hard to made, and even harder still to obtain the materials, this is why it's very
expensive and only available to certain people.

===== Differences ====-

The Guardian Bow's basic color can be customized, much like how the enterity of the bow can be
customized by it's wielder, meaning it can be any color, and parts of the bow can be made to differ from
the standard norm. Like the military bow, it can be disassembled for easier transport.
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